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Easily Prevent Malware Intrusion
                                

Identify and remove malware in near real time 
using Sophos and ClamAV detection engines 
by scanning all files, no matter how they 
arrive in storage.

Automated Assurance at Your Fingertips
                                   

On demand and scheduled scanning meet malware
scanning compliance requirements. Plus, you get
proof of data protections and controls that can be
shared with the push of a button.

More Economical Solution
                                    

Less expensive than a homegrown solution or a 
platform with extra features that you don't need 
but have to pay for.

Gain Visibility into Misconfigurations
                           

Quickly identify all buckets with secure 
and insecure permission policies.

Quick Deployment in AWS Marketplace
                                    

Our solutions are procured in AWS Marketplace 
and automatically added to your monthly AWS 
billing. You're up and running in 15 minutes or less. 

Simplify Classification
                               

Simplify data classification in a complex
environment by gaining visibility and control of

structured and unstructured data at scale.

Maintain Reputation, Money & Effort
                             

Improves operational efficiency and security 
posture thereby preventing costly and 

embarrassing infection transmissions, data 
leaks, services disruptions, and fines. 

Given the flexibility and performance of managed
cloud storage services such as Amazon S3, a 
growing number of organizations use them as 
object stores for files uploaded by application 
users or to build data lakes to cost-effectively 
scale and analyze data.

Ingesting objects from external sources without 
scanning them for advanced threats can become 
a vector for virus payloads. In line with the AWS 
Shared Responsibility Model, it's up to the cloud 
customer to ensure that their data is free of 
malware; AWS does not scan objects going into 
or out of storage for advanced threats.

What's more, the data may contain sensitive data, 
which requires additional safeguards to prevent 
compliance violations, meet data privacy 
requirements, and ensure security. But finding 
and tagging sensitive data is not an easy task 
when you store a lot of data and don't know 
where it is. 

Traditionally, organizations have had to purchase 
an expensive and complicated data security 
platform or build their own solution in house.  
Today organizations have the option of using 
Antivirus for Amazon S3 (AV) and Data 
Classification for Amazon S3 (DC) by Cloud 
Storage Security. 

The Blind Spot 7 Reasons Customers Love Us

Data Security for Cloud Storage
Know and protect the sensitive data you're storing. Reduce the risk of 

ingesting and sharing malware. Assess your storage environment.

https://cloudstoragesec.com/aws


API scans files inside or outside of 
AWS before they are written

Event scans new data in near real 
time when dropped into S3

scans existing S3 objects 
on demand or via scheduleRetro

S3 Proxy scans objects on intake before 
they're written or on access

Features

CloudStorageSec.com 

 Scan Models

Monthly Scan Volume
Free Trial
1 - 100 GB (premium engine included)
101 - 500 GB
501 - 1,500 GB
1,501 - 3,000 GB
>=3,001 GB
Premium Engine Add-on: Sophos (AV only)

Scan 500 GB 
in 30 days 

on us with a
FREE TRIAL 

PAYG
$0
$49.00/mo
$0.40/GB
$0.35/GB
$0.30/GB
$0.25/GB
$0.10/GB
                                  

New Data Pricing

AWS Fargate is required; for infrastructure costs, please refer to Amazon Fargate pricing.

Custom pricing is available for large data sets and when 
using both Antivirus for Amazon S3 and Data Classification 
for Amazon S3. We also make private offers.

Flexible scanning options fit into any 
workflow without disruption

Let's Talk
+1 385 376-3838 

sales@cloudstoragesec.com 
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Existing Data & Rescan Pricing
Existing Data Volume
1-100,000 GB
100,001- 500,000 GB
>500,001 GB
Premium Engine Add-on: 

PAYG
$0.25/GB
$0.25/GB
$0.25/GB
$0.10/GB

Prepay
N/A
$480/year
$0.32/GB
$0.28/GB
$0.24/GB
$0.20/GB
$0.08/GB
                                  

Prepay
$0.15/GB
$0.13/GB
$0.10/GB
$0.05/GB

Cloud Detonation (AV Only)
Analysis Type
Static Analysis
Dynamic Analysis

Cost/File
$0.05
$0.50
                                  

Sophos (AV only)

Automated serverless 
security solution 

Supports Amazon S3 (AV 
and classification) and 
Amazon WorkDocs (AV only)

Runs in tenant, meaning data 
never leaves your account

Installs in 15 minutes or less 
via AWS Fargate Containers 
and CloudFormation 
Templates

AV engines include ClamAV 
and Sophos

Leverages Sohpos engine for 
data classification

Auto discovers all Amazon 
S3 buckets across multiple 
accounts and regions

                         

                    

                          

                                                    

                             

                       

AV scans files as big as 5 TB 
and classification scans files 
up to 195 GB in size across a 
range of file formats 

Identifies hundreds of 
sensitive data types 

Static and Dynamic Analysis 
through SophosLabs Intellix

Remediates problem files 
based on user-defined 
policies (e.g., quarantine, tag, 
delete)

Integrates with SIEM and 
workflow tools such as  
AWS Security Hub 

Private VPC endpoint 
deployment option

                         

                       

                                                      

                                                             

                         

                                       

https://www.linkedin.com/company/cloud-storage-security/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCZyPwq0OKaqJQluGRctLcKw/videos
https://twitter.com/CloudStorageSec/
https://cloudstoragesec.com/
https://www.secureclouddb.com/
https://aws.amazon.com/marketplace/pp/prodview-q7oc4shdnpc4w?sr=0-1&ref_=beagle&applicationId=AWSMPContessa
https://aws.amazon.com/fargate/pricing
mailto:sarah.heiermann-walker@cloudstoragesec.com

